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NONNORMAL PRODUCTS OF w -METRIZABLE SPACES

J. E. VAUGHAN

ABSTRACT.    We describe a metric space  X  and an w.-metrizable

space  Y  whose product X x Y  is not normal.  This provides another ex-

ample to show that the product of a metric space with a normal space

need not be normal.   The first example of this nature was given by E.

Michael, and we compare our example to his.  We use our example to an-

swer several questions concerning the normality of finite products of

linearly stratifiable spaces, and countable products of hereditarily para-

compact spaces.  We also use some telated examples to answer a question

of K. Morita concerning P(m)-spaces.

1.  Introduction and statement of results.  Let a>  and co.   denote the

first infinite and the first uncountable ordinals respectively.  Lee D    = cj.

with the discrete topology.  Since D     is a discrete space, the countable prod-

uct D" with the usual product topology is a metric space.  Let D.    denote

the set co, + 1   with the smallest topology larger than the order topology

such that all ordinals  a < co.   ate isolated, and let B.   denote the product

set (D   )     with the box topology.  (The collection of all subsets of (D. )

of the form  M°°_n77-   (U .), where  U .   is open in  D,    for all  z, and 77.   is

the z'th projection map, forms a base for the box topology.)

Theorem 1.  The product D0'x B    z's not normal.

P. Nyikos [lO], [ll] asked if the product of a metric space with an co  -

metrizable space is normal.  (A space X  is a>  -metrizable, where co     is a

regular infinite cardinal, if and only if there is a compatible (separated)

uniformity on  X  which is totally ordered by reverse inclusion, and has co-

finality co    (see [12]).)  The space D,   is easily seen to be ty.-metrizable,

and Nyikos has proved [ll] that a countable product with the box topology of

co  -metrizable spaces  (a)    >oj.) is co  -metrizable.   Thus, B^   is cOj-metriza-

ble.  It follows from Theorem 1 that the product of a metric space with an
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co j-metrizable space need not be normal, and this answers Nyikos' question.

We conjectured in [16] that the product of two linearly stratifiable spaces

is paracompact.   Theorem 1 can be used to show that this conjecture does not

hold.  It is easy to see that every co  -metrizable space is co  -stratifiable, and,

therefore, Bj   is co j-stratifiable (for another proof of this we can call on Exam-

ple 7.1 and Theorem 5.2D of [16]).  The space D™ is stratifiable because

every metric space is stratifiable. Hence, the product of a stratifiable space

and an co.-stratifiable space need not be normal.  This shows that [16, Con-

jecture l] does not hold.   E. K. Van Douwen [l] has proved that [16, Conjec-

ture 2] does not hold either.

H. Tamaño announced [13], [14] the existence of a class of spaces which

he called perfectly paracompact.  We pointed out in [16] that Tamano's defini-

tion of perfectly paracompact spaces was ambiguous, and we suggested that,

the class of spaces that he wanted was the class of linearly stratifiable

spaces.   Theorem 1 in this paper, and Van Douwen's result [l] that the count-

able box product of metric spaces need not be normal, show that the class of

linearly stratifiable spaces does not satisfy either of the product theorems

which Tamaño claimed for his perfectly paracompact spaces in [13] and [14].

Theorem 2.   For every finite positive integer n, B"  z's homeomorphic to

B-, and B.1 (with the product topology) is not normal.

E. Michael [7, Example l] gave an example of a space Y  such that for

every finite n, Yn is paracompact and V    is not normal. He asked if a

space  Y  could be found so that  Yn  is hereditarily paracompact for all finite

77, and  Y0'   is not normal.  Since B     is co.-stratifiable, it is hereditarily para-

compact (and monotonically normal [3]) by [16, Theorem 4.1].  (It was first

proved by I. Juhász [4, p. 134]  that co  -metrizable spaces are (hereditarily)

paracompact.)  By Theorem 2 in this paper, every finite power B"  also has

these properties and B,   is not normal.  This gives an affirmative answer to

Michael's question.

In order to facilitate discussion of the next result, we recall several def-

initions. Let \A\   denote the cardinal number of a set A.  A space Y is called

[m, m]-compact, where m is an infinite cardinal number, provided that if 11

is an open cover of Y with  |ll| = m, there is a subcollection U   C U  such

that ll '   covers  Y and |ll'| < m. A space Y is said to have characteristic

m, where m  is a regular infinite cardinal number, if each point y  in  V has a

fundamental system of neighborhoods {Na(y)\a < ml such that a < ß < m im-

plies Na(y) D N „(y).  Every co -metrizable space has characteristic oj  . In
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particular, when we describe the topology of B.   in the course of proving

Theorem 1, we will show that B    has characteristic cù..

Theorem 3.   // X  is paracompact and [m, m]-co7?2pflci, and Y  is paracom-

pact and has characteristic m, then X x Y is paracompact.

The Michael line M  and the space  B    have a number of common features.

Both are hereditarily paracompact and monotonically normal (in fact, both are

non-Archimedean spaces [8], [10] and therefore elastic spaces [15]) and both can

be used to show that the product of a metric space with a "nice" normal

space need not be normal.   One difference between them is that, by a result of

M. Katëtov [5], M x M  is not hereditarily normal, but Bj x Bj   is hereditarily

normal, since it is co.-metrizable.   To see another difference between M and

B., recall that Michael proved M x P  is not normal [6], where  P  is the space

of irrational numbers.   This shows that the product of M  with a separable

metric space need not be normal.  In contrast, the product of B.   with every

separable metric space is normal (in fact, paracompact).   This follows at once

from Theorem 3, since separable metric spaces are regular, Lindelöf spaces,

and co.-metrizable spaces are paracompact and have characteristic a>..

We note that Theorem 1 can be generalized.  Let  D     denote a discrete

space of cardinality co   , and put  B    = (D  )    with the product topology.  Let
r- '        t* p

D     denote co„ + 1 with the smallest topology larger than the order topology
*    CO

in which all ordinals  a < cu     ate isolated, and denote by B    the space (D   )

with the box topology.

Theorem 4.   For every ordinal a, B    x B     is not normal.

Proof.   If cu,,  is a countable sum of smaller cardinals, then the fact that

B    x B     is not normal follows from the result of Van Douwen [l]   which states
u        p.

that B. x B     is not normal.  If a>     is not a countable sum of smaller cardi-

nals, then the techniques used to prove Theorem 1 can be applied.

K. Morita has informed me that the above results answer a question of

his concerning his class of P-spaces.   For an infinite cardinal m, a normal

space X is a P(m)-space if and only if X x Y is normal for every metrizable

space  Y  which has a base of cardinality < m [9, Theorem 4.2],  Morita asked

[9, p. 372] if there exist normal P(n)-spaces which are not P(m)-spaces for

m > n> Nn.   The above discussion of B.   shows that it is a P( NQ)-space

which is not a P( N. )-space.   To answer Morita's question in general for arbi-

trary m > n>  Nn, we use that space B  , where p is chosen so that co     is

the first cardinal strictly larger than n.  Since every metric space having a
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base of cardinality < n is Ico  , co ]-compact, it follows from Theorem 3 that

B     is a P(n)-space.  On the other hand, B     is a metric space having a base

of cardinality cú   , and by Theorem 4, B    x B     is not normal.   Thus, B    is not

a P(m)-space for m > co  .

2.  Proofs.   We will use the notation established in §1.   For each x = (x.)

in D?, and for each positive integer 72, let n(x) = ÇY1.     rr~   (x .).  Thus, Ít2(x)|

72 < col is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of x  in  D^.  It is convenient

to consider D     as a subset of (D   )   = B.:

D? = {xeB. |x. <co,   for all   i<(ú\.
1 1 '   7 1

Each point x in D°f, when considered in the topological space B,, is isolated

because each coordinate of x is isolated in D and B. has the box topol-

ogy.  For each q £ (\iA\D^) and for each a < co., let

a(q) = l(\\n-liq)\ qt <col\] n [fliv^a, co^lq. = co^].

Since  q has only countably many coordinates, {a(q)\a < co. !  is a fundamental

system of neighborhoods of q  such that a < ß < co.   implies  a(q) D ß(q).

This shows that R.   has characteristic co,.

Proof of Theorem 1.  In order to prove that D°? x B.   is not normal, we

will show that there are two disjoint closed sets in the space which cannot

be separated by open sets.  Let

H = \ix, x) I x € Df]    and     K = Df x iB ̂ Df).

This choice of H  and  K  was suggested by the examples of Michael [6] and

Van Douwen [l].   It is clear that K  is closed and H Ci K = 0.  To see that H

is closed, let (x, y) be a point not in  H.  If y    < co..   for all 72 < co, then there

is a coordinate  k  such that x, 4 yk-  Thus, k(x) x {y\ is an open neighborhood

of (x, y) missing //.   If y    = co.   fot some n, let a   be a countable ordinal

greater than x  .  The set n(x) x a(y)  is an open neighborhood of (x, y)

missing H.  This shows that the complement of H  is open.  Now let V  be

any open set containing K.  To complete the proof, we need only show that

V O H 4 0, and so we need to find a point x - (xQ, Xj, . . . , xn, . . .)  in D

such that (x, x) £ V C\ H.  To find such a point we will construct a sequence

of points  (p ., q . ) in K, a sequence  (m ., a .) in co x co., and a sequence of

ordinals x. < co..  Let p. = (0, 0, . . . , 0, . . . )  and <?„ = (colt C0j, . . . , co j,

. . . ).  Since (p   , q ) £ K C V, there exist a positive integer 77?     and an ordi-

nal  a    < co.   such that the open set ™0(P0) x ao(?o^ C ^'  Let X0  ^e any or"
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dinal such that aQ < xQ < u> v  Define px = (xQ, 0, 0, . .. , 0, .. . ) and qx =

(xQ, coj, coj, ... , co., ...). Since (p., q ) £ K, there exists (m., a ) £ co x

cOj   such that m^(px) x a^qj C V.  Pick a countable ordinal Xj > maxicij, xQ\.

Assume we have reached the Teth step in this construction, and have con-

structed xQ, Xj, ..., xk_v Let pk = (x0, Xj, ... , xfe_1, 0, 0, .. . , 0, ...)

and qk = (xQ, ïp ... , xk_v COj, rüj, ... , COj, .. . ).  Since (p k, qk) £ KC V,

there exists (t?2,, a.) e co x co,   such that mk(P¡A x ak(qk) C V.  Pick a

countable ordinal  x, > max,a, ,.x,      S.

By mathematical induction, we can construct a point x = (x   , x     .. . ,

x      .. .)  such that (x, x) £ H.  To see that (x, x) £ V, let k < co  so that

k(x) x {x\ is an arbitrary basic neighborhood of (x, x).  We show that

kix) x {x\ n lnk + lipk + l) x ak + 1iqk + i)] 4 0-

It is obvious that p,   .  £ k(x), since for 0 < n < k, the nth coordinates of x

and p,   j  are the same. Next, we note that x £ a,   Aq,   ,).  For 0 < n < k,

the 72th coordinates of x  and q,   .   ate the same, and for the other coordi-

nates   we   have    a,    ,    <   x,    ,    <*,,<••?.     This   shows   that   the

point (pk + v x) is in k(x) x {x\ n l»k + 1(Pk + 1) x ak + lilk + l^> and' therefore.

every neighborhood of (x, x) hits  V.  Thus, (x, x) £ V O //, and this com-

pletes the proof of Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 2.   If we consider the product topology on a countable

product X     it is well known that (Xœ)n is homeomorphic to X     for all posi-

tive integers 72.  Very nearly the same proof will establish this fact when X

has the box topology.   Thus, (B.)"  is homeomorphic to B.   for all positive

integers 72.  We now show that (Bj )     is not normal.  Since  B    has a closed

discrete subspace of cardinality 2  °, we may consider the discrete space D

as a closed subset of B,, and D.   as a closed subset of (B.)  .  Since (H.)

is homeomorphic to  (Bj)   x B., we have  D" x B.   as a closed subset of

(B^  .  Since this closed subspace is not normal, (B^)    is not normal.  This

completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 3.  Our proof is a slight elaboration of the standard

proof of the well-known special case 772 =  HQ, which states that the product

of a paracompact space and a compact space is paracompact.  Let 0 be an

open cover of X x Y.  For each y £ Y, we can find a locally finite open cov-

er §    of X  such that for each G in §     there is an a < m such that G x

N  (y)  is a subset of some member of C.   For each  a < m, define

<2       = {G £ S    I G x N (y) is a subset of some member of ^\,
y, a. y a
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and Gy¡a= U^ a.  Since X is [m, m]-compact, there exists a set A    Cm

such that \A   \ < m and ,G      \a £ A   } covers X.  Since m  is regular, a   =
y y t y o        '     y

sup Ay   <   m.   We  set   Ky   =   Uí§yj(X|a    £   AJ,  and note  that   K^   is  a

locally finite open cover of X, and that H x Na (y) is a subset of some mem-

ber of Ö  for all H £ K      Now let K = Í/C  |y 6   VM  be a locally finite open

refinement of \Na (y)\y £ Y\ with the property that K    C Na (y)  tot all y in

y (see [2, p. 162]).   It is routine to check that   U cV\H x kV e K   Sisa
n y y y

locally finite open refinement of Ü.

We wish to thank K. Morita for his comments concerning P-spaces, and

F. G. Slaughter, Jr. for suggesting that the co.-metrizable space  B"  is ho-

meomorphic to B..
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